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ASTON MARTIN | DBS ACCESSORIES | EXTERIOR 

TAKE  OWNER SHIP  
TO A  NEW LE VEL
Aston Martin’s commitment to beautiful, innovative design extends to the careful 
craft of our accessories range. Explore the opportunities to enhance your ownership 
experience with our new DBS Superleggera collection.

For the ultimate in luxury, our four-piece luggage set has been handmade in England 
by master craftsmen and designed to make the most of the boot space for that perfect 
long weekend. If you’re looking for bespoke personalisation, our Signature Pack adds 
a truly personal touch, including your own signature etched onto the sill plaque.

Our Q by Aston Martin luggage can even be matched to the interior of your DBS 
Superleggera. Discover how much more rewarding ownership can be when you add 
some unique touches from our DBS Superleggera accessories range.

Please visit astonmartin.com/accessories/dbs-superleggera or contact your local  
Aston Martin Dealer for more information.
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EX TERIOR
Carbon fibre exterior styling accessories have been 
developed to complement our cars. Created by 
Aston Martin’s own design team, the components 
are produced using hand laid precision laminating 
techniques to ensure the direction, consistency and 
quality of the carbon fibre weave.
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C ARBON FIBRE  
ENGINE  COVER
The clamshell bonnet is a continuation of the 
fearless design philosophy of the DBS. It provides 
a piece of theatre when hinging forward to reveal 
a panoramic view of the magnificent V12 engine 
beneath. The Carbon Fibre engine cover gives  
you the opportunity to enhance this experience 
even further.

The stunning Carbon Fibre engine cover is fitted 
perfectly to mould and enhance the powerful and 
sporting aesthetic of the engine and under bonnet 
area, complimented further by an additional Aston 
Martin Wings badge that sits harmoniously at the 
forefront position within the Carbon Fibre.

Product Codes: HY53-08-10126, HY53-08-10021, 
HY53-08-10007
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UNDERBONNET  
JEWELLERY  PACK
Add the ultimate finishing touch with the Q by 
Aston Martin Underbonnet Jewellery Pack. The pack 
includes an anodised aluminium oil filler cap and 
matching dipstick finisher.

A true masterpiece in attention to detail, the 
Underbonnet Jewellery Pack is a perfect addition 
to the Carbon Fibre Engine Cover and adds a real 
piece of theatre when the clamshell bonnet is lifted.

Product Code: KY73-80-10018
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C ARBON FIBRE  
DOOR HANDLE
Make an impact on a key touch point for DBS.
Carbon Fibre exterior door handles are now 
available as a Q by Aston Martin Accessory. 
Available as a standalone option, or as a perfect 
compliment to other Collection from Q by Aston 
Martin Exterior Carbon Packs.

Product Code: CD33-65-10108

C ARBON FIBRE  
WINGS  BADGES
An exclusive release for Aston Martin Accessories, 
and a true work of art. The Carbon Fibre Wings 
Badge Set is a small change that makes a big 
impact. These beautifully machined carbon fibre 
wings badges add a real edge to the DBS.

Product Code: HY53-78-10040
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T ITANIUM EXHAUST  K IT
The DBS Titanium exhaust kit uses motorsport grade 
titanium to give high strength from a thinner gauge 
of material, bringing lightweight benefits whilst 
withstanding high temperatures. This specialist 
material enables the full system to shed 11.05kg of 
material weight which is 35% lighter than the stainless 
steel system.

Not only this, the titanium has superior material 
qualities, especially when applied to an exhaust.  
The material gives an enhanced ”raspier” character 
to the exhaust note, naturally producing a more 
aggressive sound from the quad tailpipes.

The kit includes, muffler, tail pipes and centre pipes 
and is available as a dealer fit retro fit option for 
customer cars. For new cars the option should be 
added to the build options in the normal way.

Note -This kit comes with the titanium bright finishers 
(black not yet available as a dealer fit option).

Product Code: KY73-35-10014
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INTERIOR
A luxurious, cosseting interior using the finest 
materials ensures every Aston Martin is an 
example of expert craftsmanship. With a range 
of finishing touches, DBS can be personalised 
to every individual taste.
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C ARBON FIBRE  
TRE AD PL ATES
Designed to add a subtle hint of performance, 
the Carbon Fibre tread plates adorn the inner 
sill of the DBS Superleggera door.

Product Code: LY73-78-10001

DBS  S ILL  PL AQUES
Personalise sill plaques with an engraved name or  
short message of your choice and a reproduction  
of your signature.

Product Codes: 
Standard Sill Plaque KY73-80-10005  
Personalised Sill Plaque KY73-80-10006 
Personalised W/ Signature Sill Plaque KY73-80-10007
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ALL  WE ATHER 
OVER M ATS
The new all weather over mats ensure the cabin 
carpet remain protected from the elements.

Made from TPE, the mats are hard wearing 
and durable, featuring a pressed and anodised 
aluminium branding.

Also available is an all weather boot mat.

Product Codes:  
All weather mats: 707364 
All weather boot mat: 707708

BOOT M AT
Made from the same high quality wool carpet 
as our floor mats, the fully tailored DBS 
Superleggera boot mats feature the Aston 
Martin wings logo and a leather binding.

Product Code: 707031

ASTON MARTIN | DBS ACCESSORIES | INTERIOR 
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4  P IECE  LUGG AGE SET
Handmade in England, the DBS Superleggera 
4-Piece Luggage Set is the ultimate travel 
addition for weekends away.

The 4-piece set includes two holdalls and 
two flight cases. The set comes as standard in 
Phantom Grey and Bitter Chocolate leather or 
can be colour-matched to the interior of the 
customers car.

Product Code: 707535, 707536

LE ATHER  
KE Y  POUCH
Protect your DBS key with a high 
quality leather key pouch lined with 
Pure Black Alcantara®. Handmade 
in England these pouches have been 
designed to protect and showcase the 
sleek lines of the DBS key.

Available in Obsidian Black leather.

Product Code: HY53-83-10008

ASTON MARTIN | DBS ACCESSORIES | INTERIOR 
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WHEELS
Whether you want to bring a sense of your own 
personality to your Aston Martin or simply enhance its 
already exquisite styling, where better to focus than on 
that most visible of accessories - the wheel. Our alloy 
wheels have been designed with elegance in mind and 
engineered to deliver the dynamic performance you’ve 
come to expect as an Aston Martin driver.

In fact no matter what style, material or appearance you 
opt for, when you choose genuine Aston Martin alloy 
wheels you’re guaranteed a level of craftsmanship and 
attention to detail you simply won’t find elsewhere.
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WINTER  WHEEL  
&  T YRE  K IT
The Winter Wheel & Tyre kit for DBS Superleggera 
combines the Pirelli Winter Sottozero 2 tyres with a 
V Spoke Gloss Black Diamond Turned wheel set to 
ensure your DBS remains sure footed as the winter 
sets in and the temperatures drop below 7oC.

Product Code: KY73-36-10004

LOCKING  
WHEEL  BOLTS
Secure the wheels on your Aston Martin with 
these locking wheel bolts. Supplied as a set of 
four they simply replace one of the standard 
bolts on each wheel.

Available in Black or Silver

Product Codes:  
Silver: HY53-17A147-AA 
Black: HY53-17A147-AB
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C ARBON FIBRE  
CENTRE  C APS
An exclusive Q by Aston Martin Accessory. Enhance 
the sporting appearance of your Aston Martin with 
these technical and exquisitely crafted carbon fibre 
centre caps.

An ideal gift, the centre caps come complete with a 
high quality Obsidian Black leather and Alcantara® 
lined presentation case. Available in gloss or satin 
finished carbon fibre, these centre caps are made 
using the same A-grade carbon fibre used for our 
exterior and interior carbon fibre features, ensuring 
they are the perfect wheel compliment. 

Product Codes:  
Gloss: CG43-36-11400 
Satin: CG43-36-11401

ASTON MARTIN | DBS ACCESSORIES | WHEELS

VALVE  C APS
For that finishing touch, choose these Aston 
Martin branded tyre valve caps. High quality, 
chrome plated and supplied as a set of four.

Product Code: 36-85998-PK
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T YRE  CUSHIONS
High density foam tyre cushions perfect for use 
when storing your Aston Martin for any length of 
time. Designed to reduce flat spots when parked, 
the cushions mould around the tyre offering added 
protection. Suitable for all Aston Martin models 
the cushions are capable of supporting 2.5 tonnes 
and tyres up to 500mm wide. Branded with the 
Aston Martin Logo.

Product Code: 43-28216

ASTON MARTIN | DBS ACCESSORIES | WHEELS
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C ARE  & 
PROTEC T
Aston Martin owners appreciate the importance of caring 
and protecting their car. With a range of accessories 
now available to improve the life of your car when being 
stored or when driven, never has it been easier to keep 
your DBS in peak condition. A range of car covers will 
protect the exterior detailing, coupled with accessories 
such as ECU pouches and battery conditioners to ensure 
your ownership experience is trouble-free.
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INDOOR C AR COVER
Designed to help maintain your DBS Superleggera 
in flawless showroom condition, the Indoor Car 
Covers are fully tailored and made in a soft mix with 
a protective fleece lining. The yarn has been dyed 
to prevent fading and the breathable material allows 
moisture to evaporate. 

Each car cover is supplied with a storage bag and 
available in a range of fabric and trim options.

Product Codes:  
Black: 707516   
Navy Blue: 707517   
Grey: 707518

DESIGNER  SPECIFIC ATION  
C AR  COVER S
These Designer Specification Car Covers have 
been designed exclusively to match the four DBS 
designer specifications.

Modern Minimalist - Xenon grey, with Xenon grey 
piping and bronze embroidery 
707519

Dark Alchemy - Xenon grey, with bronze piping 
and embroidery 
707520

Distilled Energy - Hyper red, with hyper red piping 
and black embroidery 
707521

Dynamic Futurist - White stone, with Ultramarine 
side panels and grey embroidery 
707522

Each cover is a fully tailored and made in a soft 
mix with a protective fleece lining. The yarn has 
been dyed to prevent fading and the breathable 
material allows moisture to evaporate. 

Each cover is supplied with a storage bag.
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ULTIM ATE  
C AR  COVER S
The Ultimate Car Cover is made from a knitted 
polyester fabric with a Teflon coating, allowing 
water to ‘bead’ and run off. The fabric is strong, 
durable and custom made, and whilst being weather 
resistant allows air to penetrate.

Each cover is supplied with a storage bag.

Product Codes:  
Black: 707544 
Grey: 707545 
Navy: 707546  
Green: 707547

PER SONALISED  
C AR  COVER S
Our collection of Personalised Car Covers are a 
perfect option for anyone who wants to add the 
extra personal touch to their DBS Superleggera. 
Our range of personalisation options allows you to 
choose anything from the colour down to including 
your initials on the cover.

Personalised Cover A - Any colour and piping 
colour choice  
706691

Personalised Cover B - Choice of any two colours 
706692

Personalised Cover C - Any colour and piping 
choice with embroidered initials  
706693

Personalised Cover D - Choice of any single or 
dual colour with piping choice, embroidered 
initials and centre bonnet logo  
706694

Each cover is supplied with a storage bag.

ASTON MARTIN | DBS ACCESSORIES | CARE & PROTECT
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OUTDOOR  
C AR  COVER
The Outdoor Car Cover uses a special advanced 
Nano technology formula where particles are woven 
into the fabric to create a waterproof and fully 
breathable coating that repels water to ensure long 
term protection and care for your car. The fabric is 
strong and stretches, allowing the cover to fit closer 
to each contour.

Product Code: 707548

A STON M ARTIN  
BAT TERY  CONDITIONER
Aston Martin battery conditioner, specifically 
engineered to suit the electronic architecture of 
Aston Martin. The conditioner will monitor the 
cars battery voltage to maintain 100% efficiency 
and performance without fear of over-charge. 
The unit features a unique ’select and forget’ 
function providing automated recovery from 
mains power loss.

Product Code: HY53-37-10015

ASTON MARTIN | DBS ACCESSORIES | CARE & PROTECT
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CLE AN &  C ARE  K IT
This carefully selected kit of Swissvax car care and 
cleaning products contains everything needed to 
keep your Aston Martin in pristine condition.

All items are conveniently presented and stored 
in an Aston Martin carry bag.

Product Code: 707442

ASTON MARTIN | DBS ACCESSORIES | CARE & PROTECT

KE Y  POUCH & 
PRESENTATION C A SE
Protect your DBS Superleggera key with a high-
quality leather key pouch lined with Alcantara® 
presented in a matching presentation case. 
Handmade in England these pouches are available 
in four striking colour themes to match the DBS 
designer specifications. The DBS key pouch and 
presentation case is the perfect protection for the 
DBS Superleggera Key. Colour choices are:

DBS Key Pouch & Presentation Case – Modern 
Minimalist (Obsidian black with black thread)

DBS Key Pouch & Presentation Case – Dark Alchemy 
(Red Oxide with black thread)

DBS Key Pouch & Presentation Case – Distilled 
Energy (Blue Haze Metallic with Spicy Red thread)

DBS Key Pouch & Presentation Case – Dynamic 
Futurist (Blue Haze Metallic leather and thread)

Product Codes: 707636, 707637, 707638, 707639
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CONVENIENCE
Designed to provide a range of protective, travel, 
and driving accessories, our selection of convenience 
packs offer the essential finishing touches for the 
discerning Aston Martin DBS owner.
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APPE AR ANCE  PACK
A simple but effective way to add the final 
touches to any Aston Martin. Available for all 
Gaydon built cars, offering a significant cost 
saving compared to ordering the component 
parts individually.

The protect pack includes:

• Black ECU Pouch 
• Black Wheel Bolt Lock Set 
• Value Caps with AM Wings 
• Carbon Fibre Gloss Wheel Centre Caps

Product Code: 707659

TOURING PACK
Packaged in a high quality Obsidian Black leather and 
Alcantara® lined case, the touring pack is designed 
to provide you with all the essentials for safe travel 
and to fit neatly into the boot of any Aston Martin.

The touring pack features an invaluable in-car kit for 
any driver consisting of:

• LED torch (re-chargeable in-car using 12V socket) 
• Additional compact warning triangle* 
• Two Aston Martin branded high-visibility jackets* 
• Obsidian Black leather embossed driving 
   documents wallet* 
• Aston Martin branded cleaning cloth 

* Minimum legal requirements for driving in  
many countries

In addition to the advertised contents, there is 
additional space within the case to store other 
personal items and touring accessories.

Product Code: 706235
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HANDOVER  PACK
The handover pack has been designed to 
offer invaluable accessories at a significant 
cost saving compared to ordering the 
component parts individually.

The pack includes:

• Black Indoor Car Cover 
• Battery Conditioner 
• ECU Pouch

Product Code: 707760

PROTEC T  PACK
Designed to combine a number of key 
protective features, the protect pack 
provides everything you need to keep 
the DBS in showroom condition.

The protect pack includes:

• Black Indoor Car Cover 
• Boot Mat 
• Battery Conditioner 
• Car Care Kit

Product Code: 707672
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FL A SHLIGHT
Our beautifully constructed compact and pocket-
sized flashlight is manufactured from solid brushed 
stainless steel and engraved with the Aston Martin 
wings. Designed to fit perfectly into the accessory 
socket of your Aston Martin, the torch is ideal for 
map reading or navigating across a dark car park.

With a bright 12 lumens LED and crystal ‘blue moon’ 
lens, the torch charges in 5 hours to give up to 3 
hours illumination and up to 1000 charge cycles.

The sleek design and sophisticated technology make 
this an invaluable gift for any Aston Martin driver or 
enthusiast. Whilst the torch is designed to fit directly 
in to your Aston Martin accessory/cigarette lighter 
sockets, it also comes supplied with a universal 
adaptor for use in other vehicles.

Product Code: 706232

ASTON MARTIN | DBS ACCESSORIES | CONVENIENCE

F IR ST  A ID  K IT
Packaged in a branded Aston Martin case, 
this kit contains a comprehensive range of 
essential first aid items.

Product Code: 6G33-19K536-AA
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